About NCR Corporation Pvt. Ltd.
NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services, NCR enables nearly 700 million transactions across the retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology industries. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your life easier. NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries.

JOB DESCRIPTION
We are looking forward to hire potential students who own the capability for driving new initiatives. We look forward to utilize their skills and help them shape it well for a better future with us through our six months’ internship starting from January 2017. The hired interns will be turned into full time employee depending on their performance.

The Job Role and Responsibilities:
- Understanding and analyzing project requirements and translating it into specifications and programming deliverables
- Working closely with analysts, designers and clients to enhance existing applications as well as build new applications.
- Testing and debugging the product in controlled, real situations
- Support and Maintaining the systems and keep it up and running for 24*7*365
- We have few roles in Networking (Routers, Switches Firewalls etc.) and Voice over IP.

Competencies and Skills
Required:
- Basic understanding of programming skills: Oracle, Unix, Java, ASP, Java, Hadoop, Scala, Tableau .net and relational databases RDBMS, SQL/PL-SQL
- Basic knowledge of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) phases.
- Ready to work in support OR Development role.
- Ready to switch team/technology on requirement basis
- Ready to work in 24*7 (production/operation) environment
- Strong analytical and numerical skills
- Good communication skills

Desired:
- Basic understanding of new emerging technologies
- Basic knowledge of Cloud, IOT.